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Chapter 11
Celia grabbed the edge and lowered herself into the sphere. By the time she 

transferred her entire weight to her arms, her injured hand and lack of 
Thandarian grace left Celia in an ungraceful heap on the bottom of the sphere. 
Now she was face-to-face with the motionless stranger, and for some reason, she 
held her breath. Celia spotted a pointed ear tip protruding from a thick cascade 
of silver hair; he wasn't Terran. 

“It's an Enari,“ Celia brushed aside the stranger's hair to reveal smooth, 
timeless features. “and he's young.“ 

“You sure it’s a he? They’re all too pretty to be men.“ Ph’avell helped her up 
in the awkward space.

The Enari's large eyes were closed and framed with dark silver eyebrows—the 
kind Terran woman pay a fortune to emulate. His pale lips parted in a way that 
caused Celia's heart to skip. Ph'avell nudged the stranger with his boot, but he 
was out cold. The Enari wore an iridescent silver tunic below a deep-blue 
hooded mantle, with ornate silver embroidery and shimmering gems. Not the 
current fashion trend on Elenari or any planet for the matter. Ph'avell rolled the 
Enari onto his back, exposing a shirt of bright silver interlinking rings 
underneath the tunic. A thick brown leather belt dotted with pouches and 
secured with a small silver-worked buckle girded his lean waist.

"He's wearing some kind of storybook armor." Ph'avell squatted back against 
the slope of the curved interior and tugged the tunic aside to reveal a long metal 
rod in the stranger's gloved hand. The Thandarian kicked the potential weapon 
away from the body. The sphere and sculpture flashed with multi-hued light, 
and Ph'avell slammed back against the wall.

“Chief!“ Celia took an awkward step over the Enari to check on Ph’avell. 

His large gold eyes glowed when they popped open.

“Yyyowwwwch! What in the Hells was that?“ 

“Hold still.“ Celia offered a hand. 

“I’m fine. It’s not the first time I’ve been kicked across a room and, most likely, 
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not the last.“ The Thandarian slowly sat up.

The dull metal rod rested across the tall leather boots of the Enari. The rod 
was covered in intricate markings and geometric reliefs. It was roughly a meter-
long, and one end terminated in an elaborate finial. The obverse side looked 
broken and scorched.

“Maybe it's some sort of control arm?“ Celia said as Ph'avell searched the 
Enari. 

“No weapons,“ He held a few trinkets from the pouches and some jewelry. 

Alert. Geological activity has increased across the city due 
to the destabilized continental and oceanic plates.

“Cadet Captain, we must return to the ship now.“ Major Skandii's iris were 
visible.

“She's right; let's go.“ Maxtron lowered his hand down into the spherical 
depression, “Grab on.“

“Not without this guy,“ Celia and Ph’avell hoisted the lifeless body up. 

Maxtron's arm flailed for the limp figure as it flopped away from his grasp. 
The XO edged further into the opening as he struggled to grab hold of the Enari.

Ph'avell lifted the Enari by the legs while Celia pressed her arms up, bringing 
the torso closer to the opening. 

"Ugh, he weighs a kiloton." Maxtron seized hold of a limp forearm and began 
to haul. " A little help Doc…."

“Can’t… reach...“ Hamilton’s arm strained as it stretched in, “Got him!“

“Lift,“ Celia grunted as she and Ph'avell struggled with the floppy form. The 
ground bucked, and Hamilton lost his balance toward the opening.

“Let go, Doc,“ Celia hollered.

“No, I can… Ahh!“ 

Hamilton fell, and Celia prepared to be crushed brow her friend. The impact 
never arrived, and she peeked to see Hamilton and the Enari levitated out of the 
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opening. What in the gods?

When they cleared the opening, Celia spotted the bulbous torso of Major 
Skandii behind them with four black hands firmly fixed to Hamilton's kit belt.

"You're lucky I'm not scoring you on this." Major Skandii lowered the Gurch 
and Enari down the side of the hemisphere.

“You’re one lucky Gurch.“ Celia climbed out of the depression with Maxtron’s 
help. 

“As much as it warms my heart to bond like this,“ Ph'avell leaped out with 
the rod, “we need to leave.“ 

Celia's hopes were renewed, and she wanted to share that.

Dad, we found something that might be responsible for this whole thing. We're 
about to leave Terra. @CVickersLCDR

Deep booms echoed as more impacts struck across the city, and fissures 
opened across the flat as they slid across. Now the increased volume of glass, 
magma, and slag showering them from every direction made their journey to the 
epicenter seemed pleasant. All Celia had to do was keep the group together and 
moving.

Hamilton placed an oxygen mask on the Enari's face while Ph'avell and 
Maxtron carried the body across the shifting plain. The dull orange areas in the 
obsidian crust were no longer soft. They clinked and clanked as the molten earth 
burned its way out. Major Skandii held the rod and led the way back with 
uncanny sure-footedness. Celia made sure Hamilton didn't fall down or behind.

“Would it be so terrible if things got easier for a change?“ Hamilton asked, 
hopefully.

“Hang on, Doc, we’re almost there.“ Celia slid her shoulder below his as they 
closed in on the first plateau rise.

“I'm terrified of heights and almost everything else,“ Hamilton revealed.

A magma-filled gap barred the way to the first rise. 
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With the Major's help, Hamilton climbed up and only missed slipping to a 
fiery death once. Each plateau was one giant step closer to safety, but the first 
was the highest and least stable. Celia saw that Hamilton's visor was fogged 
entirely and his body language wasn't reassuring. Without him, they had little 
chance of getting out.

I know you're tired, Doc, but we can't get out of here without you. @CVickersLCDR

I’ll try. @HMerriweatherLCDR

They struggled up two more plateaus when the ground shifted again. Celia 
lost grip of her pry bar. Her heart skipped as it cartwheeled down toward the 
four below. The bar hit an outcropping, kicked up, missed the Major by 
centimeters before it fell over the edge, struck the next level, and spun out of 
sight into a glowing fissure below. Static crackled in Celia's helmet.

“Ma'am, you're at the halfway point.“ Jacey's voice crackled, “The engines are 
running; we can take off the second you get here.“

Celia and Hamilton pulled everyone up, then the team turned to the 
subsequent rise. The rise was low enough they didn't need Hamilton to lift them. 
And good thing, because he was spent. It took Ph'avell, and Maxtron three tries 
to hoist the limp Enari over the edge. Celia wondered how they were going to 
hoist Hamilton up if he couldn't do it.

“C’mon, big guy.” Celia encouraged.

Two above and two below pulled and pushed the Doctor closer and closer to 
the top.

“Just a bit more…” Ph’avell grunted. 

A moment later, they got Hamilton up to a chorus of heavy breathing.

“One minute you’re a hero, the next, a liability.” Hamilton joked as Ph’avell 
and Maxtron helped him to his feet.

Celia Bent over and made her hands into a stirrup for Major Skandii.

“I went first last time, Captain.“ 

The Major hoisted Celia up with two arms and passed the rod up with 
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another. Celia kneeled at the edge with the rod painfully wrapped in her left 
hand.

Warning, incoming shockwave.

The shockwave knocked Celia flat, and the rod slipped from her 
compromised grip. It landed just past the Major in a pile of obsidian shards near 
the edge of the plateau.

"Damn it." Celia was tired. "Forget it; just give me your hand."

A terrible bang echoed throughout the area, and the plateau levels broke free 
from one another. The Major slid back as the moving levels pitched at different 
angles.

“Hold on!“ Celia screamed.

Ph’avell, Hamilton, and Maxtron came to the edge to see what happened.

The Major stopped herself from sliding off with her exceptional stability. Celia 
caught sight of a metallic blur when one of the Major's hands snatched the rod 
from the fiery air as it tumbled by. 

The Protean was less than four meters away, but she may as well have been a 
kilometer.

“I can jump over there.“ Ph'avell offered.

“You can't jump back with her,“ Maxtron said.

“You three get that Enari onto the ship, I’ll stay here, and we'll extract her 
from above with the recovery cable,“ Celia commanded, and the three ran off 
with the Enari.

“I see it; get back here.“ The pilot's voice raised.

There was a crushing roar, and the plateau below shattered under pressure. 
The rise calved away, and The Major hung above a fiery channel of razor-sharp 
rubble as her quadruple arms wedged and clung to the spire.

“Hang on, we’re coming.“ Celia was running out of supportive cheers.

"It would be a shame to have worked so hard, only to lose this." There was 
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another flash, and the rod spun across the growing distance. 

Shit. Celia slid left, bracing her foot against a blob of fused magma, and 
reached out. Maybe the ground moved, or the air did, but the rod made contact 
with her collar bone before her arms wrapped together. The rod announced its 
arrival with a loud bang against her helmet and dull pain.

“Get to the ship Captain, don’t sacrifice yourself for me.“ Major Skandii called 
out.

The Major clambered like a crab to the top, and relative safety, of the 
outcropping. 

“I can’t leave you.” Celia bellowed.

“You can’t do anything there.” The Major’s voice was calm, “Save yourself 
and that rod; then come back for me.”

Celia's feet refused to move. She stood, transfixed at the site. The woman she 
feared more than anything in the universe was now the one person she would do 
anything to save. The Major shifted her position behind the spire to where Celia 
couldn't see the woman. Before she realized what happened, Celia scrambled 
across the fractured landing zone as the hovering ship reversed toward her with 
the cargo bay door open, ready to scoop her up.

Ph'avell and Maxtron were clipped into the cable support and hauled her in. 
Celia handed Hamilton the rod, and the Gurch headed to the airlock with the 
Enari slung over his shoulder.

“Get this thing moving.“ Maxtron barked.

The Dragonfly pivoted and picked up speed toward the Major's location.

We're coming, Major! @CVickersLCDR

Celia felt Maxtron clip her in as Ph'avell swung the recovery winch into place 
and payed out the line. Now, most of the plateaus were on fire amid rising moats 
of lava. The Unity Sculpture remained pulsing on its obsidian island. Celia 
pointed out the Major on top of the outcropping, which was now sinking below. 
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This can work.

The metal line bounced away, meters above the Major. 

“Damn, this thing's too slow.“ Ph'avell continued to lower the cable out, “Can 
we get any lower?“

Danger, geologic collapse, imminent.

Another loud crack and a series of concentric explosions originated from the 
Unity Sculpture and slowly expanded outward. The landscape slowly slid into a 
blast furnace, and the cable was halfway to the Major.

“VOZ, how long till the collapse reaches the Major,“ Celia said.

Twenty seconds Captain. 

“The cable won’t reach her in time.“ Ph’avell pulled on the cable spool to 
speed it up.

“We need to get closer,“ Celia implored.

Fifteen seconds.

“I have the stabilizing thrusters pegged. If we get much closer, the thrust 
wash could knock the Major off.“

Ten seconds.

Celia tried to swing the cable closer.

Hold on, Major! @CVickersLCDR

Captain, if not for you, my life would have ended in 
ignorance this morning. Now I leave, having saved others. 
Find out why this happened, be who you are meant to be. 
@SkandiiMJR

Five seconds.

The explosions closed in.

"Maybe I can try to get…." The Major's sharp silhouette shifted to soft 
darkness in the heat and then to nothing. 

Tears peppered the inside of Celia's visor while white flashes enveloped the 
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epicenter. There were loud yells as the world shook. Then another burst, and 
Celia heard a thud as someone dimmed the lights. 
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